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Keyboard shortcuts



1. General keyboard shortcuts
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Symbol Shortcut Description

Alt + S Saving project

Open Application Menu

Show / hide dockwindows

F11 Show DESITE in full screen mode

Display Working Set

Show Viewpoints

F Show Forms

H Home

Open / close Database

Show information about application and 

licence

General keyboard shortcuts & menu bar
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2. Keyboard shortcuts in 3D view
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3D view
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2.1

Symbol Shortcut Description

A Show all objects

G Display / hide grid

K Display / hide compass dial

Ctrl + A Orbit

Ctrl + Q Select

Ctrl + S Look around

Ctrl + W Move / Pan

Ctrl + X Zoom

Ctrl + Y Walk

Z Zoom to visible

/ Hide all

D Display Data Sheet

Navigation



3D view
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2.1

Shortcut Description

Scroll mouse wheel

forward
Zoom In (all modes EXCEPT in Walk mode: 

Lower view direction)

Scroll mouse wheel

backwards
Zoom Out (all modes EXCEPT in Walk mode: 

Raise view direction)

Right mouse click +

move mouse forward
Seamless Zoom In 
(ONLY in Orbit mode)

Right mouse click +

move mouse

backwards

Seamless Zoom Out 
(ONLY in Orbit mode)

Pressed mouse

wheel
Move / Pan (temporary)

Shift Key + Pressed

mouse wheel
Orbit mode (temporary)

Left mouse click on 

3D object
Set pivot point
(ONLY in Orbit mode)

Right mouse click on 

3D object
Set pivot point (all modes EXCEPT in Orbit 

mode)

Navigation



Symbol Shortcut Description

Left mouse click Select objects

Ctrl + left mouse click Select multiple objects

# 3 / Show selected objects only

Alt + Z Zoom to selected objects

I Show Quickinfo

T Show object info as Tooltip

D Display Data Sheet

F9
Show list of documents linked to

selected objects

- Hide selected objects

Esc Clear selection

3D view
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Selection



3. Keyboard shortcuts in 

project and tree structure
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Project and tree structure
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3.1

Symbol Shortcut Description

# 3 / Isolate objects

+ 1 Show objects

- Hide objects

Insert Add items

Ctrl + Delete Remove items

A Show all objects

F2 Edit field (rename)

>> +

[Formula or Value]

Accept values for all displayed sub-

elements

>>> +

[Formula or Value]
Accept values for all sub-elements

Drag + Shift + Drop Move marked elements

Drag + Ctrl + Drop Copy marked elements

Enter
Show objects (ONLY results of Clash 

Detection and Model Check!)

Notes:

• Marked elements are highligted in blue.

• Selected elements are hightlighted in yellow.

• All key combinations work analogously in each domain.

• The standard hierarchy in a tree structure consists of:

- Domain Model

- Domain Container 

- Standard- (Child-) Object

Marking



Project and tree structure
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3.1

Shortcut Description

End
Jump to the last element of the expanded 

tree structure

Home
Jump to the first element of the expanded 

tree structure

Ctrl + A Mark all expanded elements

„W“
Navigate to the next object with the initial 

letter "W”

Shift +► Expand tree items

Shift +◄ Collapse tree

Shift + Alt +►
Downgrade marked object to the next 

lower level

Shift + Alt +◄
Upgrade marked object to next higher 

level

Ctrl +▲ Move marked object upwards

Ctrl +▼ Move marked object downwards

Marking



Project and tree structure
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3.2

Symbol Shortcut Description

S

Jump to the first selected element 

in the tree view, and jump to the 

next selected element

Alt + #
Select objects only, include

contained items

Alt + +
Add marked objects to selection, 

include contained items

Alt + -
Unselect objects, include contained

items

Shift + Alt + # Select objects only

Shift + Alt + + Add marked objects to selection

Shift + Alt + - Unselect objects

Selection



Notes:

• Objects of different domains can be linked with each other (e.g. BOQ items, 

activities or documents to geometric objects) as well as geometric objects 

with each other.

• The linking of objects can be carried out manually as well as rule-based.

Symbol Shortcut Description

Ctrl + #
Show linked objects only, include

contained items

Ctrl + +
Show linked objects, include

contained items

Ctrl + -
Hide linked objects, include

contained items

Shift + Ctrl + # Show linked objects only

Shift + Ctrl + + Show linked objects

Shift + Ctrl + - Hide linked objects

Project and tree structure + linked objects
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3.3

Marking



Project and tree structure + linked objects
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3.4

Selection

Symbol Shortcut Description

Ctrl + Alt + #
Select linked objects only, 

include contained items

Ctrl+ Alt + +
Select linked objects, 

include contained items

Ctrl + Alt + -
Unselect linked objects, 

include contained items

Shift + Ctrl + Alt + # Select linked objects only

Shift + Ctrl + Alt + + Select linked objects

Shift + Ctrl + Alt + - Unselect linked objects



Together, we construct 

a better world


